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ABSTRACT
Tropical cycl one (TC) is a warm-core low pressure system with strong tangenti al wind and active
convecti ve clouds. Potential Vorticity (PV) is a quantity that combines both dynamic and thermodynamic
inform ation , and it is conserved under the adiabatic and frictionl ess condition. In recent yea rs, there have been
con sid erable studies between TCs and the PY. However, only a few studies used the PV budget to analy ze a
rea l TC case. In this study, we can imp rove our understanding of the dynamical and thermodynamical
evo lution durin g the TC's land fallin g stage from the PV budget ana lysis.
A compress ible nonhydro static PV budget equati on, based on Pedlosky ( 1987) and Schubert et al. (200 I),
is used here to gain insight s into the PV budg et evoluti on of a typh oon fr om its oceanic stage to landfall stage .
Th e budget is conducted using high spatial resolution (2-km horizont al grid size) MM 5 outputs (CT
experiment) from Yang et al. (2008). Two terr ain-sensiti vity tests, by remo ving Taiwan topogrpahy (NT) and
sub stituting the Taiwan island with ocean (QC), are conducted to examine the effect of Taiwan 's topography
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and the ocean surface fluxes on PV budget of Typhoon Nari.
In the CT experiment, its PV distribution exhibited the typical feature in a mature oceanic TC. At the
time of landfall , its eyewa ll was contracted and convecti on was inten sified by the topo graphy. From the
budget perspecti ve, PV was redistributed cyclonically with TC circul ation by horizontal advect ion and entered
the inner core region with the radi al inflow. The low-l evel PV generated by sensible heat flux and latent heat
release will be transported upw ard throu gh vertical adve ction. Latent heatin g term account ed for maj or PV
generation in lower levels durin g the ocea nic and early landfall stage. It also acts as a major PV sink term at
mid-upper levels. The friction term included both effects of eddy mixin g and surface friction; hence , it did not
just act as a PV sink term .
In the terr ain-sensiti vity ex perime nts, if the Taiwan topography was removed (NT), the friction term
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reduced PV over Taiwan in lower levels, opposed to that for the full-terrain run. As a result, the existence of
Taiwan topography could enhance the vertical eddy mix ing. Both the Taiwan topography and surface friction
are prone to trigge r convection, releasing more latent heat and lead ing to the increase of PY. Turning olT the
ocean fluxes ( T vs. OC) will cause the diss ipatio n of the PV ring. The asymmetric latent-heating effect in
the NT run (occurred on the land-sea interface) not on ly contr ibuted to the formation of this new Pv ring , but
also make this new PV ring become polygonal. This PV phenomenon may be a reason to cause the typhoon to
move in a troc hoidal manner afterward.
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